To state this more general result it is convenient to use the projective lamination space &£f(dM), defined in [4] . If dM is the union of tori T ί9
, T n , then &*£f(dM) is the join ^*Sf(Γ^ * * &*£f (T n More concretely, suppose coordinates are chosen for each T t . Then isotopy classes of finite systems of disjoint noncontractible simple closed curves on T« are parametrized by the set Z 2 /± of pairs (α, δ) e Z 2 , where (a, b) is identified with (-α, -6) . So systems on dM are parametrized by (Z 2 /±) n . Restricting to nonempty systems and projectivising by identifying a system with any number of parallel copies of itself, yields (Z 2 /±) n -{0} /(v~\v) . This is the same as ( One may compare the assertion of the theorem with the fact (a consequence of duality) that the image of the boundary map (dM) has rank equal to half the rank of HtfM). Thus, passing to the sphere S 271 "
1 of rays through the origin in H x (dM\ R), the image of the homological boundary map is a sphere
The proof of the theorem will follow fairly easily from a recent fundamental result of [1] about branched surfaces in 3-manifolds, i.e., closed subsets locally diffeomorphic to the model in Figure la . FIGURE 1 A branched surface B is said to carry a surface S if S lies in a fibered regular neighborhood N(β) of B (indicated in Figure lb) and is transverse to all the fibers of N(B); S has positive weights if it meets all the fibers of N(B). The result of [1] is that in a compact irreducible 3-manifold M with incompressible boundary there exist a finite number of branched surfaces (B if dB % ) c (M, dM) such that the surfaces carried by these .B/s with positive weights are exactly all the incompressible, 3-incompressible surfaces in M, up to isotopy.
Let BcM be one of the branched surfaces of [1] . Then dB = B Π dM is a branched 1-manifold in dM with two key properties:
(1) There is no smooth disk DczdM with D f] dB = dD.
(2) There is no disk D c dM, smooth except for one outward cusp point in dD, with Df]dB = dD. Condition (2) is explicitly given in [1] , If condition (1) failed, then any surface carried by B with positive weights would have a boundary circle which was contractible in dM, This circle would then bound a disk component of the (incompressible) surface, contrary to the construction of B in [1] .
(In the terminology of [4] , dB would be a train track in dM, were it not for the fact that some components of dM -dB can be digons.)
Let S be a surface carried by B with positive weights. No component of dS can be contractible in dM, since otherwise there would be a smooth disk D c dM with dD c dB, and somewhere inside this disk condition (1) or (2) would be violated. Thus in each component Ti of dM which B meets, dS consists of a number of parallel nontrivial circles.
LEMMA.
There is an orientation & on dB with the property that all the circles of T t Π dS, with the orientations induced from &, are homologous in T*. Hence the ^-oriented class [dS] e H x {dM) determines the class of dS in &*Jϊf(dM), by simply forgetting the orientation and then projectivising.
Proof. Let S Q be a surface carried by B with positive weights. We can construct a fibered regular neighborhood N(dS 0 ) of dS 0 in dM from a fibered regular neighborhood N(dB) of dB in dM by slitting N(dB) along certain circles and arcs in N(dB) transverse to the fibers. Inverting this construction, we see that N(dB) is obtainable from N(dS 0 ) by adding certain fibered rectangles and annuli in dM -N(dS 0 ), as shown in Figure 2 . (Annuli would be necessary if dS 0 contained pairs of circles which were parallel in N(dB).)
No fiber of a rectangle of N(dB) -N(dS 0 ) can join a component of dN(dS 0 ) to itself, since this would violate condition (2) above. Hence all the fibers of N(dB) can be coherently oriented, as follows. On each component T t of dM which dB meets, choose parallel orientations for all the circles of dS 0 Π T t ; then an orientation for T t determines an orientation for the fibers of N(dS 0 ) Π Γ, which extends to N(dB) n r«.
We may choose an oriented simple closed curve 7* in T t meeting N(dB) in union of fibers of N(dB), such that the orientation of γ t agrees with the orientation of the fibers. To construct such a y if start with any fiber of N(dB), continue across a rectangle or annulus of T t -N(dB) to another fiber of N(dB) on the opposite side of this rectangle or annulus, and so on. Eventually the curve so constructed must either close up or come arbitrarily close to closing up, in which case by rechoosing part of the curve in T t -N(dB) we can make it close up. From the existence of 7^ the first statement of the lemma clearly follows, since all the points of 7* Π dS have intersection numbers of the same sign. The second statement of the lemma is then immediate. Π It remains to see that aim c B <n. Let S 1 and S 2 be two surfaces carried by B with positive weights. If dS ± and dS 2 are oriented by #*, then the intersection number dS λ dS 2 is zero, provided dM is oriented as the boundary of M. To see this, perturb S t and S 2 slightly to be transverse (and still transverse to the fibers of N(B)). There are two possible configurations for the ^-orientations of 3S ± and 3S 2 at the ends of an arc a of S λ Γi S z , as shown in Figure 3 below (where the fibers of N(B) are in the vertical direction). In either case the two ends of a give points of dS λ Π dS 2 with opposite intersection numbers. So dS t dS 2 -0.
Proof of the
Thus, the classes dS for surfaces S carried by B with positive weights belong to a self-annihilating subspace of HSβM) ^ Z 2n . Bylinear algebra, this subspace has rank ^ n, and the theorem follows. FIGURE 3 Questions.
D or
(1) Is there a generalization of the theorem to 3-manifolds having boundary components of higher genus?
(2) For knot exteriors in S s , must the boundary slopes of incompressible, d-ineompressible surfaces always be integers? (3) Are there nontrivial knots for which all the incompressible, 3-incompressible surfaces have the same boundary slope?
